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The origin of the first-S-n*
π* .state.and the
1
*

second-Sπ .state.excited state of pyridine is at
2 π*
N1*
2O

three decay components*400 fs*3. 5 and 15 ps with the
pump energy at 277 nm. Similar behavior was observed

* respectively. Extensive

when the wavelength was change to 282 nm. The decay

research on the decay dynamics research of pyridine has
been studiedN3 - 6O at different excited energy with different
methods. In 1983*Yamazaki et al. measured lifetimes of
S1 varying from 20 to 60 ps*depending on excitation

time decreased to 130 fs when the pump energy changed

287. 6 and 260. 7 nm

wavelength using the direct picosecond fluorescence decay
measurementsN3O. Using the femtosecond time-resolved
mass-spectrometric techniqueN5O*the Zewail group found

to 307 nm two-photon excitation. With the ultrafast
electron diffraction-UED.methodN4O*they observed a
17 ps decay time with the pump energy at 267 nm.
Femtosecond photoelectron imaging methodN6O yielded
the lifetime at the S1 origin to be-32 ± 5.ps.
Recently*using a home-made femtosecond laser
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system combined with a time-of-flight- TOF . mass

dissociation

energy

increased

from 276. 5 nm

to

spectrometer*we investigate the decay dynamics at the

274. 5 nm. They think that this new decay channel may

S1 excited state of pyridine.

be related to photo-isomerization process. Zewail et

As the details for this system have been described

al.N4O believed that Ring opening process is dominant in

extensively elsewhereN7O* we provide only a brief

the6 channel three7dynamics of pyridine excited by

description here. The second harmonic pulse-398 nm.

267 nm. Their result yielded that the ring-opened

and the third harmonic pulse-265 nm.were used in this

structure was formed in 17 ps. In our experiment*the

experiment. One pulse excited the sample to the S1 state.
The second pulse then ionized them. The ion signal can

decay lifetime*т =-3. 3 ± 0. 1 .ps*is much shorter
than the UED result and Yamazaki et al. +s results. We

be measured by the change in delay time between pump

can see that the decay lifetime of pyridine decreased

and probe laser pulses. Figure 1 showes the pump-probe

with the excited energy beyond the6 channel three 7

signal at 265 nm. Based on a generally simplified model

threshold*especially from 17 ps at 267 nm to 3. 3 ps at

in which the observed signal is the convolution of the

265 nm. No other fragment but the parent molecular ion

N7O

exponential decay function and the autocorrelation one *

signal can be found only. The experiment at different

the decay time of pyridine at 265 nm pulse pump can be

excited wavelength can+t be done here because our laser

determined to be т =-3. 3 ± 0. 1.ps.

system is not tunable. Combined with others people + s
results*a very fast non-radiative relaxation process
which should belong to 6 channel three 7 process is
dominant when the pump energy at 265 nm. The reasons
of6 channel three 7need more thorough experimental
and theoretical investigation.
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Fig. 1

Pump-probe signal for pyridine- C5 H5 N.at 265 nm
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